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Markets AND Valuations Keep Continuing Skyward

After the S&P 500 set a new high
on Tuesday August 18, surpassing
its February high, valuations have
continued to climb to levels only
reached two times in previous history (1929 and 1999), and by some
measures, valuations have never
been higher. Investors seem to be
betting that the current recession
will pass quickly and that corporate earnings, the primary driver
of stock prices, will bounce back
strongly. Claims of a potential vaccination helped boost investment
sentiment further again driving up
stock prices.
The price/earnings ratio on the
S&P 500, measured against the
past 12 months of earnings, is over
25, the highest level since 2002.
The forward P/E, measured against
earnings expectations for the next
year, is at 26, a mark last hit in September 2000, just prior to dot.com
bubble bursting. The index itself is
trading at the 98th percentile. The
valuation of the median (not average) stock in the S&P 500, measured by forward P/E, is now in the
100th percentile, the highest level
possible, according to Goldman
Sachs Group, although this measure only goes back four decades.

Beyond valuations, other dynamics have created a highly unusual market. Many have noted the
seeming disconnect between today’s struggling economy and the
highflying stock market. Yet, more
than probably any other time, the
stock market is not the economy. As has been discussed in past
newsletters, a very small number
of equities are disproportionately driving stock market returns. As
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derive from only five technology
Investors seem to be stocks – Amazon, Apple, Facebook,
Microsoft and Google. Taken a bit
betting that the current further, the 10 biggest technology
recession will pass quickly companies in the S&P 500 weightand that corporate earnings, ed equally were up more than 37%
the primary driver of stock through the end of July of this year.
prices, will bounce back The other 490 equally weighted
strongly.
stocks were down about 7.7%.
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Markets continue to march steadily and quickly upward. After the
tech heavy NASDAQ reached a
new record in early June, the S&P
500 followed in mid-August, and
the Dow Jones Industrial Average,
despite much lower exposure to
technology shares, is about even
on the year. All this comes despite
unemployment numbers around
10% and weekly jobless claims that
remain stubbornly above 1 million.

The Shiller P/E ratio, CAPE Ratio,
or PE10, which divides the price of
the S&P 500 index by the average
inflation-adjusted earnings of the
previous 10 years to better focus
on long-term trends, sits around 32
which is two standard deviations
above its average level. Research
notes that using data post 1995,
the CAPE ratio’s current value of 30
plus would predict a real 10-year
U.S. equity return of between 0%
and 5%.

In many cases, the most visible
and highly impacted industries
have been the most impacted by
economic shutdowns. Through
the end of July, department stores
were down 62.6%, but on a market-cap basis they are a mere
0.01% of the S&P 500. Airlines,
down 55%, weigh in at 0.18% of
the index. Every stock in these sectors could go to zero and the index
would barely budge. Other smaller
sectors are also off sharply including travel services down 51.4%; oil
and gas, equipment and services,
down 50.5%; and hotel and motel
real estate investment trusts, off
41.9%.

It appears that the only way for
valuations to continue higher
would be for markets to duplicate
the tremendous runups of the
1920s and 1990s when the booming economy propelled stocks to By contrast, the Nasdaq Composthe only two periods during which ite 100 Index, which is dominated
stock market valuations exceeded
those of today.
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by big tech companies, is up about
30% on the year and nearly 50%
in the last 12 months. On August
17th, the Nasdaq-100 set another
new record with its 20-day simple
moving average (SMA) rising for 89
consecutive days.

Furthermore, as high as the valuations are and as much as high valuations suggest returns will be muted
in the future, valuations are poor
near-term performance indicators.
The Shiller or PE 10 ratio in particular is very good at identifying longer-term trends, but has generally
The world’s largest stock by mar- been of little value in determining
ket capitalization, Apple, provides short-term trading strategies.
some insight into the returns. It
took about 38 years for Apple to For investors, today’s high valureach the $1 trillion mark, and only ations and highly uncertain ecotwo years to double to $2 trillion. nomic conditions likely suggests
At their current valuation of more caution, but not panic. Markets
than 32 times earnings, investors are trading at high levels, and they
appear to be valuing Apple as if could continue to push forward for
nothing could go wrong. This is the foreseeable future, particularApple’s highest valuation in more ly if the economy bounces back
than a decade and double the P/E quickly as seems to be expected
multiple investors paid when Ap- by today’s prices. Yet, today’s valple’s market value first crossed the uations also strongly suggest that
$1 trillion mark, meaning that Ap- longer-term returns for stocks will
ple investors are now paying twice likely be lower – possibly signifias much for the same earnings out- cantly – than during the past delook. High valuations across the big cade. Another significant economic
tech companies (Amazon’s trailing disruption, or even something as
twelve month P/E ratio sits at a simple as the contentious U.S. eleclofty 130) are big drivers of the cur- tions, could also derail the market
rent rally.
leading to a sharp pullback to more
“average” market multiples. ReYet, as expensive as stocks are gardless, today’s high prices may
now, credible arguments exist that offer investors an excellent time to
suggest prices could climb even assess their portfolio and possibly
higher. The Fed announced at the explore attractive diversification
end of August that, unlike in the opportunities.
past, it does not intend to raise
rates even if inflation picks up. By
some comparisons, stocks are actually cheap compared to bonds,
and the prospect of extended low
rates potentially increases the attractiveness of stocks. For investors following a traditional stock
and bond model, the lack of appeal
for bonds could continue to push
money into stocks, further propelling stocks.

This commentary is furnished for informational purposes
only and is not investment advice, a solicitation, an offer
to buy or sell, or a recommendation of any security to any
person. Opinions, beliefs and/or thoughts are as of the
date given and are subject to change without notice. The
information presented in this commentary was obtained
from sources and data considered to be reliable, but its
accuracy and completeness is not guaranteed. It should
not be used as a primary basis for making investment decisions. Consider your own financial circumstances and
goals carefully before investing. Certain sections of this
commentary contain forward-looking statements that
are based on our reasonable expectations, estimates,
projections, and assumptions. Forward-looking statements are not indicators or guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks and uncertainties, which
are difficult to predict. Past performance is not indicative
of future results. Diversification strategies do not ensure
a profit and cannot protect against losses in a declining
market. All indices are unmanaged and investors cannot
invest directly into an index. You should not assume that
an investment in the securities or investment strategies
identified was or will be profitable.
Investment Advisory Services offered through Wildermuth Asset Management, LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor.
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